
P H O T O G R A P H Y  S E R V I C E S  G U I D E

The Experience





Fostering an
editorial approach and a calming presence...



What to expect
from me...

A relaxed and easy going experience

Comfortable atmosphere

Capturing real and authentic emotions

A collection of artful storytelling imagery

Candid moments and guest portraits

I thrive off of spontaneity and
encourage you to be vulnerable.



I love those
eye-catching
moments

I love the subtle nuances in
the way you express love for
each other...

like love notes written
between the lines...



My style and
approach...

I blend in and flow with the moment

A keen eye for light and composition

A photojournalistic "documentary" style

Artful directing and editorial posing

Patience and timing

Prioritizing my positioning

I am inspired by my surroundings
and keep an eye out for scenes that tell
a story within a single photograph.



10 hours of
photography
coverage

$6750

600-800 Edited Images

Personalized Online Gallery Shop

20pg -10x10 Photo Album

Engagement Session or second album

Perfect for full day coverage with larger
weddings. A second photographer to
capture another angle and moments while
I'm focused on you and your party.



8 hours of
photography
coverage

400-600 Edited Images
Personalized Online Gallery Shop
Engagement Session or Photo Album

Perfect for full day coverage with a tighter
schedule. I recommend most coverage ends
30 minutes after dancing starts. 

$4800

*Additional coverage available • $600/hr



6 hours of
photography
coverage

$3600

200-300 Edited Images
Personalized Online Gallery Shop
Storytelling Slideshow

Perfect for casual mid-sized weddings.
Great for capturing moments from the
first look to cocktail hour and portraits
with less  of a need for reception coverage.



3 hours of
photography
coverage

$1800

200-300 Edited Images
Personalized Online Gallery Shop
Storytelling Slideshow

Perfect for elopements or smaller weddings.
Great for capturing the ceremony, formals,
portraits as well as time for the two of you
to make moments with guests.

*not available for Saturday dates*





Are we a good fit?

Partners who are open-minded, excited to

experiment, and can be vulnerable create the most

memorable and heartfelt visual legacies.

If you value art, storytelling, and preserving the most

cherished moments of your lives, we are a good fit.

If our values align and you like my work, please

connect with me. It would be a blessing to be a part

of your legacy.



Kind Words...





Our next steps:

Beyond a consultation, to secure your
booking I require a signed contract and
confirmation of retainer. (50% of collection)

Still unsure if you should book?

Do not hesitate to send a message.
I would love to answer all your questions!

Ready to book
with me?

@tomarmstrongca

tom@tomarmstrong.ca

www.tomarmstrong.ca



TA


